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ARRANGED FOR THE PIANO BY HOLGER NIELSEN

THE OLD VIOLIN MANUSCRIPT WAS ARRANGED FOR THE PIANO BY HOLGER NIELSEN IN 1943.

EDITED FOR DANCERS BY VALERIE SUTTON

NUMBERS, REPRESENTING THE COUNTS OF THE MUSIC, HAVE BEEN ADDED FOR EASY COORDINATION OF THE DANCE WITH THE MUSIC. UPBEATS AND PROPER EXPLANATION OF REPEATS ARE INCLUDED FOR THE BALLET PIANIST.
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DEN FØRSTE ADAGIO
(THE FIRST ADAGIO)

Adagio \( \frac{d}{\text{music}} = 69 \)
DEN ANDEN ADAGIO (THE SECOND ADAGIO)

Andante ($\frac{1}{4} = 80$)
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ÉCHAPPE PIROUETTE

Andante

\( \text{\textcopyright 1976 by Valerie J. Sutton} \)
\text{\textregistered all rights reserved}
\text{\textregistered pan american and universal copyrights secured}
VII BALLONNÉ

A

Prestissimo $j = 208$)

B
XI BALLOTTÉ MED FLECHE (BALLOTTÉ WITH FLECHE)

Presto (\( \text{\textfrac{3}{8}} = 200 \))
XII POLKATRINET (THE POLKA STEP)

Polka \( J = 88 \)
PIROUETTE TRINET (THE PIROUETTE STEP)  

Valse Allegro \( \left( \frac{1}{4} = 168 \right) \)
VALS TURNE

Dame Trin (Female Step)

Valse Presto \( \frac{d}{F} = 176 \)
BRISÉ ARRÊTÉ

_Herre Trin (Male Step)_

A

Presto \( \text{\textit{\textdagger}} = 200 \)

B

Prestissimo \( \text{\textit{\textdagger}} = 208 \)
SYVTRINET (THE SEVEN STEP)

Andante \( \text{\Large{\( \text{\textdagger} \)}} = 84 \)
ROND DE JAMBE PAS DE BASQUE

Presto  (   \( j = 176 \)  )
XXII DET TREDELTE TRIN (THE THREE-PARTED STEP)

Valse Presto (\( \text{\textit{\( j = 176 \)}} \))
HERRE SOLOEN FRA LA VENTANA  (THE MALE SOLO FROM LA VENTANA)

Prestissimo (J = 200)
A FORAARS TRINET (THE SPRINGTIME STEP) Dame Trin (Female Step)

B VINTERSTORME (WINTER STORM) Herre Trin (Male Step)

Allegro (d = 152)
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